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UNITED sTATEs PATENT formes. 
RANDAL FISH, OF NEW YORK, N. Y. 

SPARK-ARREsT'ER. 

specification of Letters Patent No. 1,7822, dated october 14, 1840. 

T0 all whom 'it may concern .' 
Be it known Vthat I, RANDAL Fisrr, of the 

city, county, and State of New York, have 
invented a new and Improved Mode of Pre- . 
venting Sparks from Escaping from Chim 
neys or Smoke-Pipes of Steam-Engines, or 
other Chimneys, of which the following vis a 1 

i of the chamber; for, when lthe original smoke full and exact description. 
The nature of my invention consists in; 

providing enlargements or chambers; thei 
latter varying in «number from one to six vor more according to circumstances; a moder§ 

ate draft will require a larger number of; 
chambers to stop the sparks than a strongeri 

enlargement for thei 
chambers I -construct of a. cylindric form,§ 
draft will. This 

upon some portion of the chimney or smoke 
pipe where the sparks are to be stopped.` 
When more than one chamber is required It 
divide this cylinder or drum into two Ior 
more chambers, by vertical partitions run 
ning from the center of the cylinder, or, 
when the smoke pipe is continued through` 
the cylinder, lfrom the periphery of said@ 
pipe to the periphery of the outside cylinder. y 
Through these partitions I pass detached; 
pieces of smoke pipe, of the same size as the ‘ 
original smoke pipe or -chimney on whichl 
the spark extinguisher is placed, or said de- , 
’tached pieces may be successively a little` 
increased in diameter as they proceed. The ' 
detached pieces pass through the partitions 
in a declining position, at an angle of ¿about 
45 degrees from a horizontal line, the lower i 
end of each pipe passing under the upper'y 
end of the other detached piece in the same;4 
chamber, and the ends of the pieces in theë 
same chamber project-ing by each other. The chambers are disconnected one from the Q 

other, except by the detached pieces passing@ 
through the partitions. The draft andi 
smoke are taken from the original smokei 
pipe in to the ñrst chamber' -about Íone'foo'të 
>above the bottom of the'chambers by an open- Í 
ing in the original pipe, in this opening a§ 
curved pipe is placed turning downward.,` 
A few inches above the opening in the ori-gi 
nal pipe, from which Vopening the smoke isg 
let into the first chamber, there is to be aç 
partition in said pipe to turn lthe draft î 

That parti- . 
tion of the first chamber which adjoins the; 
last chamber, has no opening in it, the smoke l 

from it into the first chamber. 

being vreceived into it from the koriginal 
smoke pipe. The smoke, by means of the 
detached ̀ pieces of Èpipe, »is ̀ conducted succes 
sively through the chambers, 'and when it 
arrives Aat the last chamber, itis >again let 
into the loriginal smoke pipe, by‘means of an 
opening in said :pipe at the upper extremity 

pipe is not continued through the cylinder, 
>the smoke may be discharged from the top 
yof the last chamber by ‘means o_f »a short 
vertical pipe. lInY locomotives, where so 
great strength is >not required 'as in steam 
boat chimneys, instead 'of 'continuing ‘the 
original smoke lpipe through the "cylinder, I 
cause the smoke pipe'leadin'g from >the fur 
nace, to pass thr’òu-ghthe 'bottom of the cyl 
inder into the first chamber, and there ldis 
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charge the smoker/*which :passing through v 
the chambers is discharged by the 'short 
vertical pipe above `mentioned. 
At the bottom of the ‘cylinder there is lto 

lbe >a reservoir to receive íthe sparks which 
fall. I have described the chambers as un 
connected ‘except by the short detached 
pipes, `but as there is a smal-l space between 
rthe bottoms of the .partitions and the bottom 
of the cylinder, there is, of course, a small 
open space common to 'all the chambers by 
rmeans of which the sparks can be collected 
and vdischarged into >a reservoir. I attach 
the reservoir to the bottom ofthe cylinder, 
>where is to 'be an opening of about three 
inches diameter, though -I do not limit my 
self to any particular dimensions. The 
vopening may be close-d at pleasure by a slide 
valve which is governed by a rod ‘or stout 
wire projecting through the side `of the 'cyl 
inder or by va faucet. The Yform and siZe of 
the reservoir are not material, ybut I use a 
vessel of a cylindrical form ‘and containing 
labout 30 quarts for a locomotive engine. At 
the bottom of the reservoir there is ‘to be 
a slide valve, or faucet, to llet out the sparks 
when ever thought proper. vThe bottom ̀ of 
the cylinder or :drum is convex on the inside, 
by Which means the periphery is lower than 
the center. , ` , 

To clean the detached pipes passing 
through the partitions, I place in each of 
them an iron 'ring fitted to the size of the 
pipe, which ringA is movable back and forth 
by an iron -rod attached to it and .projecting 
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through the side of the cylinder. The draft 
in passing through the chambers will be 
changed from a rapid to a moderate current 
alternately, the draft being less rapid in the 
chambers than in the pipes. By this means 
the iiuids of the smoke and steam will be 

y partially condensed, and the sparks fall by 
their own gravity to the bottom of the cham 
bers, Atoward which, also, they are driven by 
the rapid current from the pipes where they 
will remain untilf they are let out of the 
reservoir. I calculate that by this process, 
the chimney need not be more than two 
thirds the usual height. 
To enable others skilled in the art to make 

and use my invention, I will proceed further 
to describe its construction and operation. 
The cylinder is to be about three times the 

diameter ofthe original chimney or smoke 
pipe, and the height the same as the diame» 
ter. The bottom ofthe cylinder should be 
watertight, to retain the water that may be 
condensed from the smoke and steam, or 
which may be put there for the purpose of 
conducting the sparks to the reservoir as 
well as extinguishing the same. ÑVhen the 
original pipe is continued through the cyl 
inder, there should be a short pipe to con- 
duct the smoke into the first chamber de 
clining down by straight or curved pipe, as 
before mentioned. . If it be found necessary 
to have more chambers to stop the sparks, I 
add one or more cylinders upon the top of 
the first, divided into chambers as before 
described and where the exhaust steam is 
not thrown into the smoke pipe there should 
be a small quantity of water kept in the 
bottom of the chambers, the better to secure 
the sparks from rising and to prevent them 
from taking lire and burning in the cham 
bers when a quantity has been collected. 
For this reason it will be found best always 
to keep a small quantity of water in the bot 

‘ tom of the chambers. 
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The accompanying~ drawing to which I 
now refer represents the spark extinguisher 
and retainer as before described. The inte 
rior and exterior parts of the same are rep 
resented as follows viz. 
Drawing a represents the side view of the 

smoke pipe or chimney on which the spark 
extinguisher is to be placed. 

a a represents the opening of the original 
smoke pipe and a curved pipe leading into 
the first chamber. 

Z) represents the side view of the bottom 
of the cylinder or chambers. 

a, a, a represents the slide valve in the 
bottom of chambers which is to open and 
shut the opening that is made in the bot» 
tom of the chambers to let olf the sparks 
into the reservoir. 
d represents the outlines of the cylinder. 
c f represents the interior of the spark 

extinguisher divided into the chambers hav 
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ing the top off showing the partitions of the 
chamber with the pieces of smoke pipe in 
them and bottom of the chambers. 
g represents the first chamber g g the 

second and g g g the third chamber. 
Í), represents the smoke pipe leading into 

the first chamber. ` 
7i if, represents one of the detached pieces 

of pipe passing through one of the parti 
tions into the second/f‘chamber."~~, 

It 7L 7L represents 'a second piece of pipe 
passing through one of the partitions from 
the second chamber to the third. 

z' represents `the partitions between the 
chambers. 
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7: represents the periphery of the cylinder . 

or drum. 
7c 7c represents the opening into the reser 

voir through the.` bottom of the chamber 
and the slide valve that opens and shuts the 
same. ‘ 

m represents one of the partitions with 
one of the pieces of pipe passing through 
it. ` . A 

m m represents the last named piece of 
pipe. l 
m m m represents a rod of iron attached 

to a ring fitted to the shape and size of the 
pieces of smoke pipe which by being moved 
back and forth will clean the pipe. ` 
n represents the exterior part of the spark 

extinguisher. " y 

n a represents the reservoir attached to 
the bottom of the spark extinguisher. 
p represents a slide valye at the bottom of 

the reservoir for _the purpose of letting ofi’ 
the sparks. ` 
p p represents a rod which is attached to 

a slide valve which is to open and shut the 
opening inthe bottom of the cylinder or 
chambers. / „ / 

i 29 p y? represents the rod passing through 
the cylinder which is attached to the ring in 
the detached piece of pipe for the purpose 
of cleaning it. ‘ ' 

’a a n represents the smoke pipe at the top 
of the spark extinguisher the dotted line 
represents the partition in the smoke pipe to 
turn the draft into the first chamber. 
F F represents the sid- view of the inte* 

rior of the spark extingu'slier. \ 
What I claim as my invention and desire 

to secure by Letters Patent is ' 
The construction of cylinders or drums 

in the pipe or chimney of locomotives, stoves 
and in the manner herein set forth viz. by 
constructing said cylinders or drums with 
a reservoir at the bottom and dividing` them 
into separate vertical divisions or partitions 
and conducting the draft through an open 
ing inthe vertical pipe a into one of said 
divisions thence by means of separate pipes 
connecting one division with the other alter 
nately into each division and then into the 
vertical pipe, a a a through an opening in 
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the upper extremity of said pipe between in principal in some cases one drum or` 
which and the lower extremity there is a chamber is sufficient Without a division of 10 
partition the Whole being constructed ar- the cylinder. 
ranged and operating as herein set forth it 
is obvious that the form and size of the ap- , i 
paratus or the parts of it may be indeñ- Witnesses: 
nitely varied, but I claim all such variation THos. J. SOMMERS, 
of the same as ?nay be substantially the same JOHN W. BAILEY. 

RANDAL FISH. 


